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Abstract

This paper presents a faster and efficient algorithm to
encrypt large size 24-bit color medical images. The al-
gorithm generates permutation sequences which shuffles
the image pixels and color bytes. The generated masking
sequences alters the value of the pixels and color bytes.
The dynamic chaotic parameters initialisation is one of
the key factors in the proposed cryptosystem. Further,
the key image enhances efficiency of the encryption al-
gorithm and the whole cryptosystem becomes complex
by executing XOR operation with the shuffled pixels and
bytes. The proposed algorithm yields final cipher images
of the test medical images that have good confusion - dif-
fusion properties and validated through series of tests to
ensure the high security level.

Keywords: Chaotic Map; Immunohistochemical Images;
Logistic Map; Medical Image Encryption

1 Introduction

Telemedicine and E-health are becoming more popular at
times as there is a necessity for quick and secure diagnosis
of diseases by transmitting and storing information among
the experts. Since the internet is open to everyone, data
protection is most important thing to avoid unauthorized
access. The rapid growth of internet and E-techniques
allows transmitting large files such as image, video and
audio files. The medical experts, educationists and partic-
ularly insurance companies need methods to protect the
patient’s medical information [9, 10, 20]. The patient’s
information should be accessed only by the authorized
personnel during the transmission and storage.

The microscopic colour images such as immunohisto-
chemical (IHC) images have been transmitted among the

experts for confirming the status of patient’s disease. Fur-
ther, the experts or doctors always need a second opinion
to confirm the absolute status of the disease. Similarly,
the health insurance companies wanted to know the real
information of the patients by transmitting the images to
the experts and getting opinion from them [2, 24, 32, 33].
The main idea is to protect the large medical images
(colour) during the transmission and storage using chaotic
maps. Since the telepathology and high-content whole
slide imaging (WSI) techniques (virtual slides) are grow-
ing rapidly [5], the large size IHC images are considered
for the analysis of proposed algorithm.

Chaos theory has elucidated considerable interest in
computer science for several years because of its appli-
cations in the field of cryptography where the traditional
algorithms DES, 3DES, RSA are lacking to encrypt bulky
data efficiently [7, 18]. Many cryptographic protocols are
designed in the literature and chaos theory was proposed
in 1989 [17]. Chaos has lot of important qualities i.e.
high reactive to initial conditions, aperiodicity and topo-
logical transitivity [30]. Further, the chaos theory can be
use in symmetric key encryption due to their better com-
putational performance over public key encryption [14].
Chaos theory involves in encryption based on the two
processes, one is ’confusion’ and another one is ’diffusion’.
The chaotic maps and matrix manipulations are useful in
generating confusion and diffusion processes [11]. In the
chaotic image encryption, some of the algorithms with
one round of shuffling and diffusion are also reported [6].
But for a cipher image with good confusion and diffu-
sion property, the processing round should be more than
three rounds [1]. So far, several researchers have been
proposed different chaotic models to encrypt images us-
ing single choatic map[22], combinations of one or two
maps[21], higher order maps [25] and even the chaotic
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maps are combined with other techniques [19] to provide
higher level of security. In this study, the chaotic image
protection scheme is intended to encrypt immensely colos-
sal size medical images using a Logistic map with dynamic
parameters. The large size immunohistochemical images
have been analyzed towards the proposed encryption al-
gorithm.

2 The Mathematical Background
of Logistic Map

The Logistic map is a simple one dimensional map and
efficient in studying nonlinear dynamic systems which can
able to reveal chaos behaviour. It is defined as follows:

xn+1 = r × xn × (1− xn), xn ∈ (0, 1), r ∈ (0, 4) (1)

where, xn is an independent variable; r is the control
parameter of logistic map; n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . When the value
of the control parameter lies between 3.5699456 and 4 that
is, (3.5699456 < r ≤ 4) and xn ∈ (0, 1), this logistic map
is chaotic which can able to produce n length sequences.

A bifurcation diagram represents the possible period
orbits of a chaotic map based on the bifurcation param-
eter values. For a diminutive change in the bifurcation
parameter values the possible periodic orbits of the logis-
tic map represented by Equation (1) will be more com-
plicated. From the bifurcation diagram the X-axis rep-
resents the bifurcation parameter and Y-axis represents
the possible population values x of the logistic map func-
tion. As the control parameter value of the Logistic map
increases, the bifurcation occurs. From the Figure 1 it is
possible to say that many bifurcations occurred for the
value of r lies between 3.6 to 4.0. The positive Lyapunov
number of the Logistic map influences the non periodic
orbits significantly which is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram of logistic map

Figure 2: Lyapunov exponent diagram of logistic map

3 The Proposed Cryptosystem

3.1 Dynamic Control and Initial Param-
eters

In the proposed image encryption algorithm, the eight
different dynamic control and initial parameters helps to
generate chaotic sequences, thereby scrambles the image
pixels efficiently. The eight dynamic control and initial
parameters are generated from the two master dynamic
control and initial parameters.

The master parameter r1 = 3.612345678901234 and
x1 = 0.112345678901234 are used to generate a chaotic
sequence O = {o1, o2, o3, .o10000} to get dynamic con-
trol parameters by using Equation (1). Similarly, the
master parameter r2 = 3.712345678901234 and x2 =
0.212345678901234 are used to generate a chaotic se-
quence I = {i1, i2, i3, . . . , i10000} to get dynamic initial
parameters by using Equation (1).

The sequence element (on∗s) is found and checked for
sequence element (on∗s) ≥ 0.6, if true, drn = 3.0 + on∗s
else moved to on∗s+1 until the sequence element value is
≥ 0.6 and added with 3.0 to get drn. The sequence ele-
ment in∗s is found and assigned as dxn = in∗s. Since the
number of parameters are eight, the technique produces 8
different control (dr1, dr2, dr3, dr4, dr5, dr6, dr7, dr8) and
initial (dx1, dx2, dx3, dx4, dx5, dx6, dx7, dx8) parameters.
The 8 dynamic chaotic parameters are used to produce
the permutation and masking sequences which are mainly
used for image encryption. By varying the values of
S(diff), r1, x1, r2, x2, it is possible to generate entirely
different control and initial parameters set. The pseu-
docode to generate the dynamic control and initial pa-
rameters are shown in Algorithm 1.

3.2 Chaotic Sequence

A chaotic map produces non-converging and non-periodic
sequences while assigning values for the initial and con-
trol parameters. These sequences are termed as chaotic
sequences. By using the real valued chaotic sequences, it
is able to produce an integer valued sequence. This se-
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Algorithm 1 Generation of dynamic chaotic parameters

1: BEGIN
2: Intitialise the chaos parameters
3: SET no params← 8
4: SET diff ← 888
5: SET seq no← 100000
6: SET c miu← 3.612345678901234
7: SET c pre← 0.112345678901234
8: SET i miu← 3.712345678901234
9: SET i pre← 0.212345678901234

10: Generate control sequences using Equation (1)
11: Method: genSeqArray(seq no, c pre, c miu)
12: INPUT: chaos parameters seq no, c pre, c miu.
13: OUTPUT: Array of control sequences(c seq).
14: c seq[0]← c pre
15: for i← 1 to seq no do
16: c seq[i] = c miu× c seq[i− 1]× (1− c seq[i− 1])
17: RETURN c seq
18: end for
19: Generate initial sequences using Equation (1)
20: inisequences ← genSeqArray(seq no, i pre, i miu)
21: Method: generateDynamicParams()
22: for i← 1 to no params do
23: control← c seq[(i+ 1)× diff ]
24: c count← 1
25: while control < 0.6 do
26: control← c seq[((i+ 1)× diff) + c count]
27: c count+ 1
28: end while
29: cparams.dynamiccontrol← control + 3.0
30: controlparameterlist← dynamiccontrol
31: dynamicinitial← i seq[(i+ 1)× diff ]
32: cparams.setpreviouselement← dynamicinitial
33: cparamslist← cparams
34: end for
35: RETURN cparamslist.
36: END

quence is called permutation sequence and it can be used
for image encryption and decryption. The sample chaotic
sequences and the sorted chaotic sequences for the given
values are clearly illustrated in Figures 3(a) - (d).

3.3 Generation of Permutation Sequence
by Linear Search

The chaotic sequences are real valued sequences, where as
the permutation sequences are integer valued sequences.
Generating permutation sequence is the vital part of
the proposed algorithm. This integer valued permu-
tation sequence is used to shuffle the pixels and color
bytes. A chaotic sequence is generated using Equa-
tion (1). The first 1000 chaotic elements are discarded
to avoid the transient effect. Then, the chaotic se-
quence C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn} is chosen from the 1001st
chaotic element and sorted in ascending order to get
S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . sn}.

Figure 3: The sample chaotic sequences (a) xn for r =
3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (b)xn for r = 3.80002, x0 =
0.80002 and the sorted chaotic sequences (c) xn for r =
3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (d) xn for r = 3.80002, x0 =
0.80002

Further, iterated through S to find the index position
of each element in C to get P = p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn. The
indexing an element in an array can be done through lin-
ear search. But, the linear search is time consuming. The
pseudocode to create permutation sequence using linear
search is shown in Algorithm 2 and the sample permu-
tation sequences for the given values are shown in Fig-
ures 4(a)-(b).

Algorithm 2 Permutation sequence generation by linear
search
1: BEGIN
2: C{c1,c2,...,cn} ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre,miu)
3: S{s1,s2,...,sn} ← sortSeqArray(C{c1,c2,...,cn})
4: P{p1,p2,...,pn} ← linearSearch(S{s1,s2,...,sn}, c(i))
5: END

3.4 Generation of Permutation Sequence
by Binary Search

The indexing of an array element is done using the bi-
nary search which is very faster while comparing to linear
search. The S has been iterated to find the index position
of each element in C to get P = p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn using
binary search. The pseudocode for generating permuta-
tion sequence using binary search is given in Algorithm 3.
The sample permutation sequences for the given values
are shown in Figures 4(c)-(d).
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Figure 4: The permutation sequences for the given val-
ues (a) P for r = 3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (b) P for
r = 3.80002, x0 = 0.80002 and the permutation se-
quence using binary search for the given values (c) P for
r = 3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (d) P for r = 3.80002, x0 =
0.80002

Algorithm 3 Permutation sequence generation by binary
search
1: BEGIN
2: C{c1,c2,...,cn} ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre,miu)
3: S{s1,s2,...,sn} ← sortSeqArray(C{c1,c2,...,cn})
4: A{a1,...,an} ← C{c1,cn,c2,cn−1,...} ← cSeAr(C{c1,...,cn})
5: P{p1,p2,...,pn} ← binarySearch(S{s1,s2,...,sn}, a(i))
6: END

Algorithm 4 Masking sequence generation for pixel shuf-
fling

1: BEGIN
2: C{c1,c2,...,cn} ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre,miu)
3: S{s1,s2,...,sn} ← sortSeqArray(C{c1,c2,...,cn})
4: nmax ← S{s1,s2,...,sn}[S{s1,s2,...,sn}.length− 1]
5: for i← 0 to C{c1,c2,...,cn}.length do
6: curr value←Math.abs(C[i]/nmax)× (224 − 1)
7: M [i]← curr value
8: end for
9: RETURN M{m1,m2,m3...,mn}

10: END

3.5 Comparison of Time Complexity for
Permutation Sequence Generation

In this section, the time complexity to generate the per-
mutation sequence by linear search as well as by binary
search method with various pixel lengths is investigated.
The time taken to generate the permutation sequence are
tabulated in the Table 1. The investigation clearly shows
that the time taken to generate permutation sequence by
binary search method is very little when compared to lin-
ear search method.

Algorithm 5 Masking sequence generation for colour
byte shuffling

1: BEGIN
2: C{c1,c2,...,cn} ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre,miu)
3: S{s1,s2,...,sn} ← sortSeqArray(C{c1,c2,...,cn})
4: nmax ← S{s1,s2,...,sn}[S{s1,s2,...,sn}.length− 1]
5: for i← 0 to C{c1,c2,...,cn}.length do
6: curr value←Math.abs(C[i]/nmax)× 255
7: M [i]← curr value
8: end for
9: RETURN M{m1,m2,m3...,mn}

10: END

3.6 Proposed Algorithm for Image En-
cryption

The whole cryptosystem comprises of dynamic key gener-
ation, generation of permutation and diffusion sequences,
confusion-diffusion operations and XOR operation of
source image pixels with key image pixels. All these op-
eration together makes the proposed system more secure.
The dynamic control and initial parameters are gener-
ated which make the algorithm more secured. Thereby,
the key become more secure and difficult to guess. The
permutation sequences are generated using dynamically
controlled logistic map. During the permutation sequence
generation, the sequence element is indexed using binary
search which makes the algorithm to behave faster. The
colour byte scrambling and pixel scrambling are done it-
eratively with respect to different permutation sequences.
Similarly, the masking sequences are generated to alters
the values of pixels as well as colour bytes. The confusion
and diffusion operations are done iteratively to makes the
algorithm more complex.

The test image pixels are read and divided into small
chunks of length n and the chunks are stored into a con-
tainer map CM with index. The total number of pixels
of test medial image are 9000000. But, the permutation
and diffusion sequences are generated for 100000. It is
not necessary to generate 9000000 sequences which takes
more time. Further, the chunk size is 100000. So, the time
taken for sequence generation is very less. The permuta-
tion sequences P1, P3 generated where length length = n
and P2 & P4 where length = n × 3 to scramble im-
age pixels’ and colour bytes’ positions respectively. Sim-
ilarly the masking sequences M1 & M3 are generated
to alter the 24-bit pixel values and colour bytes where
mi = Int

[
(|(mi/max (mi))|)× (224 − 1)

]
and M2 & M4

where mi = Int [(|(mi/max (mi))|)× 255]. The pseu-
docode for generating masking sequence is given in Al-
gorithms 4 and 5.

Then, the one dimensional array of pixels P is retrieved
from container map. The pixels P is shuffled using per-
mutation sequence P1 and a bitwise XOR operation is
done between P , M1 and K (P ⊕M1⊕K). The K is the
pixels of key image. The size of the key image 1000×1000
which consists random pixel and byte values. Then, the
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Table 1: Time taken to generate the permutation sequence for various pixel lengths

Width×Height No. of pixels Linear Search (sec) Binary Search (sec)
256× 256 65536 7.4 0.132
512× 512 262144 117.29 0.596

1024× 1024 1048576 1894.009 3.246
1920× 1080 2073600 1921.561 5.815
3000× 3000 9000000 38542.067 38.205

color bytes C, Y is separated from pixels P,K respectively.
Now C is shuffled using permutation sequence P2.

Then, the bitwise XOR operation is done between C,
M2 and Y . Similarly, the sequences P3, P4,M3 and M4

are employed for pixel confusion, colour byte confusion,
pixel diffusion and colour byte diffusion respectively. The
bitwise XOR operation between shuffled image with key
image enhance the randomness of the cipher image. The
alogorithm becomes efficient due to the number of rounds
of scrambling done. The decryption is the reverse process
of encryption. The pseudocode for the proposed algo-
rithm is given in Algorithm 6.

The block diagram of the proposed scheme is given in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: The block diagram of proposed algorithm

4 Result and Discussion

The proposed algorithm is experimented using a system
with the Intel Core i5-3230M processor with a speed of
2.60 GHz, and the RAM capacity is 4GB. The algorithm
has been coded using Java JDK 1.7.0 (64 bit). To analyze
the proposed algorithm, seven large size and 24-bit colour
images with size 3000 3000 are considered and they are
downloaded from The Human Protein Atlas [23, 27].

The experimental results are given to illustrate the effi-
ciency of the proposed cryptosystem with high resolution
images. The selected initial and control parameters are
r1 = 3.612345678901234, x1 = 0.112345678901234, r2 =
3.712345678901234, x2 = 0.212345678901234. According
to the proposed algorithm, the values of l = 3000× 3000,
n = 100000, and R = 4. The experimental plain, cipher
and key images are given in Figure 6.

4.1 Security Analysis

The systematic security analyses have been done on pro-
posed encryption scheme to verify that the system is much
protective against the most frequent attacks. The key
space and sensitivity analysis, statistical analysis, his-
togram analysis, mean variance color byte, information
entropy analysis have been done to prove that the system
withstands on different attacks.

4.1.1 Key Space Analysis

The sensitivity of the proposed cryptosystem is around
10−16 based on the control parameter and the sensitiv-
ity is around 10−15 based on the initial condition. The
cryptosystem is designed in such a way that the encryp-
tion of colour components rely on each other. The keys of
colour component are independent from each other. The
key space is calculated by the control and the initial pa-
rameters, K = (1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 ×
1016 × 1016)× (1015 × 1015 × 1015 × 1015 × 1015 × 1015 ×
1015 × 1015) = 10248. The key space is much higher while
comparing with other literatures [3, 35, 26] as given in Ta-
ble 2. This proves that the system defy against different
brute-force attacks.

4.1.2 Differential Attack Analysis

The original image can be modified slightly (e.g., change
a single pixel value) and encrypted to study the sensitiv-
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Algorithm 6 Proposed algorithm for image encryption

1: BEGIN
2: READ image
3: SET W ← image width
4: SET H ← image height
5: CALCULATE l←W ×H
6: SET I as one dimensional array of image pixels
7: READ key image
8: SET K as one dimensional array of key image pixels
9: GENERATE indexed Container Map(CM)contains

small chunks of length n from pixels I of length l
10: GENERATE Permutation sequences P1 and P3 where

length = n and P2 and P4 where length = n× 3
11: GENERATE Masking sequences M1&M3 where

masking sequence array (mi) ← [max(mi) ×
(224 − 1)] and M2&M4 where masking sequence ar-
ray mi = [max(mi) × 255]{mi-sequence Array[i],
max(mi)−maximum Sorted Sequence Array Value}

12: READ one dimensional array P from Container map
13: for i← 0 to 4 do
14: for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence

array index P1 do
15: Encrypted pixels[i]← Pixel array[sequence Array

Index [i]]
16: end for
17: COMPUTE Encrypted pixels P ← P ⊕M1 ⊕K
18: GENERATE colour bytes C&Y from pixels P&K
19: for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence

array index P2 do
20: Encrypted bytes[i] (C) ← byte array[sequence

Array Index [i]]
21: end for
22: COMPUTE Encrypted Colour bytes← C⊕M2⊕Y
23: GENERATE pixels P&K from the color bytes

C&Y
24: for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence

array index P3 do
25: Encrypted pixels[i]← Pixel array[sequence Array

Index [i]]
26: end for
27: COMPUTE Encrypted pixels← P ⊕M3 ⊕K
28: GENERATE colour bytes C&Y from pixels P&K
29: for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence

array index P4 do
30: Encrypted bytes[i] (C) ← byte array[sequence

Array Index [i]]
31: end for
32: COMPUTE Encrypted Colour bytes (C) ← C ⊕

M4 ⊕ Y
33: GENERATE pixels (P ) ← colour bytes (C)
34: end for
35: COMPUTE resultant pixels I (Cipher image) ←

chunks of pixels assembled in container map (CM)
of length l.

36: END

Table 2: The key space value comparisons

Encryption Algorithm Key Space
Proposed cryptosystem 2720 ≈ 10248

Ref. [26] 2298 ≈ 1090

Ref. [3] 2292

Ref. [35] 2400

Figure 6: (a) The original plain image (3000× 3000), (b)
cipher image (3000×3000) and (c) key image (1000×1000)

ity of the encryption algorithm. If a slight change in the
original image makes a significant change in the cipher im-
age, then the algorithm is efficient and can withstands on
any differential attacks. The differential analysis has been
carried out by calculating the NPCR (Net Pixel Change
Rate) and UACI (Unified Average Changing Intensity)
using Equations (2) and (3).

NPCR =
1

W ×H

W∑
p=1

H∑
q=1

D (p, q)× 100% (2)

UACI =
1

W ×H

W∑
p=1

H∑
q=1

|E1 (p, q)− E2(p, q)|
255

× 100%

(3)

where D(p, q) represent the difference between E1 (p, q)
and E2 (p, q). If E1 (p, q) = E2 (p, q) then D(p, q) = 0,
else D(p, q) = 1.

For an 8-bit grey image, the expected approximate are
NPCRE = 99.6094% and UACIE = 33.4635%. The cal-
culated values of proposed algorithm are given in Table 3.
The calculated NPCR and UACI values of immunohis-
tochemical images are higher than the given in [4, 19].
Table 3 evidences that the proposed cryptosystem with-
stands strongly against differential attacks.

4.1.3 Correlation Coefficient Analysis

The correlation in between the two neighbouring pixels in
the original and cipher image is tested by considering the
whole pairs of neighbouring pixels in different directions
(in horizontal, vertical and diagonal) from the original
and cipher images and the correlation coefficients are es-
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Table 3: The NPCR and UACI values of the experimental images

File name NPCR% UACI%

Red Green Blue Red Green Blue

109225 A 8 1 99.6022 99.6119 99.6095 41.8200 41.3991 41.8393

109225 A 9 1 99.6066 99.6119 99.6077 42.0469 41.9835 43.2646

7436 A 7 1 99.6090 99.6117 99.6115 36.2793 36.3419 38.2842

7436 A 8 1 99.6070 99.6130 99.6159 39.6193 39.6151 40.9691

7436 A 9 1 99.6050 99.6085 99.6120 36.7789 36.7797 38.5883

54482 A 8 1 99.6096 99.6014 99.6094 41.2274 41.2965 42.0912

54482 A 9 1 99.6098 99.6035 99.6125 41.8828 41.9248 42.5739

Lena 99.6219 99.6044 99.6067 33.0119 30.6249 27.63317

Ref. [12] Image 1 99.6253 99.6332 99.6259 33.4312 33.3385 33.3522

Ref. [19] Lena 98.8373 99.6277 99.6445 33.0753 30.7349 28.0029

Ref. [4] Lena 99.6013 99.6131 99.6226 33.4210 33.4485 33.4815

timated using the equations given below.

E(x) =
1

W ×H

W∑
p=1

H∑
q=1

x(p, q)

D(x) =
1

W ×H

W∑
p=1

H∑
q=1

[x(p, q)− E(x)]
2
,

Conv(x, y) =
1

W ×H

W∑
p=1

H∑
q=1

[x (p, q)− E(x)]

[y (p, q)− E(y)]

γxy =
Conv(x, y)√
D(x)

√
D(y)

(4)

where x and y are the Red, Green, Blue values of two-
adjacent pixels in the image and γxy is the correlation
coefficient of two adjacent pixels. The correlation coef-
ficients in horizontal (HC), vertical (VC) and diagonal
(DC) directions of cipher images are shown in Table 4.
From Table 4, the cipher images’ correlation analysis val-
ues are nearing ’0’ and they are farther apart from the
correlation analysis values of plain images. The correla-
tion coefficient value of plain images are nearing 1. For the
image 109225 A 8 1, the horizontal correlation coefficient
values of plain and cipher images are 0.9 and −0.00034
respectively which proves the superiority of confusion and
diffusion characteristics. Further, the values are identical
with other literatures [12, 19, 34].

The values of the two neighbouring pixels for differ-
ent directions are plotted as shown in the following Fig-
ures 7(a)-(f).

4.1.4 Key Sensitivity Analysis

The control and the initial parameters used for medical
image encryption in the experimental part are recalled
and attempted to decrypt the ciphered images with differ-
ent key. The different key is prearranged with the value
of r1 = 3.612345678901235 which have the tiny differ-
ence from the encryption key and then the consequent
decrypted images are shown in Figures 8(a)-(b). It is ev-
ident that the use of slightly different key for decryption

Figure 7: (a), (b), and (c) represents the horizontal, verti-
cal, and diagonal correlation coefficients of original plain
image; and (d), (e), and (f) represents horizontal, vertical,
and diagonal correlation coefficients of cipher image.

results in the entirely different decrypted image from the
original which shows that the proposed system is highly
key sensitive.

4.1.5 Histogram Analysis

A histogram is a graph which is used to show the pixel
value distribution of an image. An opponent can guess
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Table 4: The correlation coefficients (CC) in horizontal (HC), vertical (VC) and diagonal (DC) directions of cipher
images

Component CC 109225 A 8 1 109225 A 9 1 7436 A 7 1 7436 A 8 1 7436 A 9 1 54482 A 8 1 54482 A 9 1 Lena Ref.[19] Ref.[34]

Red HC -0.00034 -0.00027 0.00125 0.00238 0.00143 0.00280 0.00296 0.00298 -0.00110 -0.00201

VC -0.00043 -0.00028 -0.00270 -0.00157 -0.00290 -0.00160 -0.00108 0.00242 -0.01110 0.00293

DC 0.00052 0.00015 -0.00012 -0.00080 0.00001 -0.00109 -0.00074 0.00312 0.00120 -0.00164

Green HC -0.00005 -0.00002 -0.00213 -0.00153 -0.00202 -0.00114 -0.00102 0.00105 -0.00008 -0.00149

VC -0.00095 -0.00088 -0.00447 -0.00491 -0.00507 -0.00451 -0.00462 0.00377 0.00130 -0.00221

DC 0.00003 0.00003 0.00215 0.00192 0.00242 0.00141 0.00140 0.00148 0.00370 0.00349

Blue HC 0.00012 0.00011 -0.00061 -0.00165 -0.00071 -0.00200 -0.00213 0.00247 0.00120 0.00055

VC -0.00147 -0.00151 0.00248 0.00235 0.00271 0.00200 0.00189 0.00103 0.00540 0.00037

DC 0.00007 -0.00015 0.00332 0.00512 0.00294 0.00565 0.00602 0.00019 0.00110 -0.00092

Figure 8: (a)Decrypted cipher 109225 A 8 1 with wrong
key (b) Decrypted cipher 109225 A 9 1 with wrong key

certain amount of data if the histogram is not flat enough.
This is known as cipher only attack by analyzing the sta-
tistical property of the ciphered image. So the flat distri-
bution is obtained during the medical image encryption.
The distribution diagram of the color bytes Red, Green
and Blue of the plain image and the cipher images are
shown in the Figures 9(a)-(f). From the figures, it is
proved that the cipher images are capable to resist the
cipher only attack.

4.1.6 Mean-variance Color Byte Analysis

The definition of mean-variance color byte value is,

C =
1

W ×H

W∑
p=1

H∑
q=1

∣∣B (p, q)−B
∣∣ (5)

where B̄ denotes the average of all the color values of im-
age pixels, and W ×H is the size of the plain image. The
mean-variance colour byte value of cipher image is higher
than the plain image and it proves that the scramble per-
formance of the proposed algorithm is better. The red
component’s mean-variance color byte values of the plain
and encrypted image are 20.16568 and 64.03818 respec-
tively as shown in Table 5.

Figure 9: (a), (b), and (c) represents the R, G and B
distribution of original plain image; and (d), (e), and (f)
represents the R, G and B distribution of cipher image.

4.1.7 Information Entropy Analysis

To measure the randomness of encryption, information
entropy is the metric which is given by Shannon is used.
It is a mathematical theory which is used for data com-
munication and storage. The entropy value of the source
one is smaller than the ideal one. Let m be the informa-
tion source, and the formula for calculating information
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Table 5: Mean-variance color byte value of images

File name Size Plain Image Cipher Image

Red Green Blue Red Green Blue

109225 A 8 1 3000 × 3000 20.16568 22.89676 19.77083 64.03818 64.00136 63.98380

109225 A 9 1 3000 × 3000 18.75448 19.47938 12.89327 64.02837 64.00637 63.98659

7436 A 7 1 3000 × 3000 38.53359 37.90420 26.13839 63.97741 64.03066 63.93428

7436 A 8 1 3000 × 3000 26.88287 26.93553 18.96092 63.99242 64.06941 63.89905

7436 A 9 1 3000 × 3000 34.76804 34.54240 24.29289 63.97604 64.02882 63.94772

54482 A 8 1 3000 × 3000 19.59453 19.12174 15.27504 64.01059 64.07322 63.88637

54482 A 9 1 3000 × 3000 18.52384 18.19927 15.11005 64.00498 64.06246 63.87084

Lena 512 × 512 41.44229 43.78703 27.63417 64.00606 63.97906 64.15340

entropy is,

H (m) =

M∑
i=1

p(mi)log
1

p(mi)
(6)

where M is the total number of symbols mi ∈ m; p(mi)
represents the probability of occurrence of symbol mi and
log denotes the base 2 logarithm so that entropy is ex-
pressed. For a random source emitting 256 symbols, im-
age’s entropy is H(m) = 8 bits. The information entropy
values of the plain images and the cipher images are shown
in Table 6.

4.2 Encryption Speed Analysis

The encryption speed is an important factor for describ-
ing the performance of the algorithm. Though the colour
image size is 3000× 3000, the algorithm executes the en-
cryption efficiently by means of splitting the image into
small chunks. Only one lakh permutation and diffusion
sequences are generated to confuse and diffuse the chunks
of image iteratively. Hence, the time taken for sequence
generation is very less while comparing to generate se-
quences for whole image. Thereby, the algorithm encrypts
faster. Further, the binary search algorithm speeds up
the system and it is employed in indexing the sequences
during permutation sequence generation. The encryption
time for test medical images are calculated and compared
with existing literatures (Table 7). The encryption speed
is 12.68 Mbit/s which is much better than the existing
methods, thereby it proves that the cryptosystem is very
fast and efficient.

Table 7: The encryption speed comparisons

Encryption Algorithm Encrption speed (Mbit/s)
Proposed algorithm 12.68

Ref. [13] 9.89
Ref. [22] 9.39
Ref. [25] 9.12

5 Discussion

The chaotic image encryption literature provides many
encryption techniques proposed by targeting grey scale
and colour images with smaller sizes [8, 16, 28, 29, 31].
Since the grey scale images are compiled with single chan-
nel pixels of 8-bit depth, the image encryption schemes
are dealt with pixel shuffling and masking only. In case
of 24-bit color images, the encryption is dealt with pix-
els and color bytes. So the proposed scheme is employ-
ing confusion and diffusion operations on both pixels and
color bytes of an image. Also by using the key image, it
is possible to add more randomness by executing XOR
operation with the scrambled pixels and bytes. The re-
sultant cipher image is having a good quality of confusion
and diffusion properties. Further, the encryption stan-
dard is not only based on the logistic map, it also rigor-
ously depends on the algorithm designed in the manner
that involved in step by step operations on pixels and
number of iterations in shuffling the pixels and colour
bytes. The key space of the proposed system is sufficient
and better than the other approaches [3, 26, 35]. The
correlation coefficient, NPCR and UACI values of plain
and cipher images are optimal and identical with existing
approaches [4, 12, 19, 34]. The randomness of the cipher
image is proved by better entropy values than the existing
methods [12, 15, 25, 35]. The encryption speed is faster
than the reported approach [13]. From the numerical re-
sults, it is evident that the proposed scheme possesses the
highest security against various forms of threats. Hence,
it is faster and efficient when compared to other existing
methods.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a faster and efficient symmetric cryp-
tosystem using logistic map to encrypt large size 24-bit
colour medical images. The proposed cryptosystem will
be able to process different kinds of medical images as
well as images of any size. Security analyses and ex-
perimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the
given scheme. The large key space supports the system
to resist against different brute-force attacks. Statistical
analysis reveals that the scheme protects the image from
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Table 6: Information entropy values of plain and cipher images

File name Plain Image Cipher Image

Red Green Blue Red Green Blue

109225 A 8 1 3.66064 3.71358 3.66988 7.99993 7.99994 7.99994

109225 A 9 1 4.30507 4.32594 4.15458 7.99995 7.99996 7.99996

7436 A 7 1 5.94937 5.90641 5.69366 7.99989 7.99989 7.99991

7436 A 8 1 4.98705 4.96496 4.79376 7.99978 7.99979 7.99983

7436 A 9 1 5.93084 5.89377 5.63771 7.99988 7.99992 7.99991

54482 A 8 1 3.97933 3.95653 3.86004 7.99948 7.99947 7.99955

54482 A 9 1 3.88024 3.86895 3.79533 7.99944 7.99945 7.99953

Lena 7.25310 7.59403 6.96842 7.99936 7.99926 7.99932

Ref. [12] Image 1 7.4567 7.2863 6.9628 7.9893 7.9879 7.9897

Ref. [35] Lena - - - 7.99936 7.99935 7.99936

Ref. [15] Lena - - - 7.98970 7.98770 7.98960

Ref. [25] Lena - - - 7.99927 7.99924 7.99911

any form of statistical attack. The scheme has high sen-
sitivity to plain image and key, so it can withstand on
differential attack. Based on the performance and results
of security analsyses, one can conclude that the algorithm
is much faster and efficient. On the whole, the proposed
encryption scheme has high-level of security and it can be
utilized in secure medical image storage and communica-
tions.
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